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DSpace 7 – What, When, Where, and How
1. Quick intro to DSpace
2. What’s Exciting about DSpace 7
a. New look
b. New features
c. Next-generation repository practices
3. When will it be released?
4. Where to learn more 
5. How to help
lyrasis.org
Quick introduction to DSpace
The Idea
★ Open digital object repository system
★ Used to capture, organize, and provide access to all types 
of digital content
★ Completely free to use, modify and integrate
★ Useful out-of-the-box but also highly customizable
★ Created by and for libraries (also used by archives, 
consortiums, and commercial companies)
Est. 2002
lyrasis.org
Quick introduction to DSpace: The Community
★ 120+ countries
★ 20+ languages
★ 74 code contributors to 
DSpace 6.0
★ 18 Registered Service 
Providers in 11 countries
The software
most widely adopted for repositories 
worldwide
(according to opendoar.org)
The most popular repository software globally
lyrasis.org
DSpace 7 Major Features
★ Single (Angular) User Interface
★ Fully-featured REST API
★ Configurable Entities
★ Align with Next Generation Repository 
recommendations
★ Same backend as DSpace 6.x
lyrasis.org
Quick introduction to DSpace: The Technology










● JSPUI (est 2002)


















Frontend (UI) is themeable 
by a Bootstrap designer
Backend is now one webapp











Enhanced Submission & Workflow System
★ One-page (scrollable) form
★ Pages are now (collapsable) sections
★ Optionally, multiple fields per row
★ Drag & Drop upload
★ MyDSpace is searchable / filterable
lyrasis.org
MyDSpace: Drag-and-drop Deposit




Benefits of the New REST API
★ Fully-featured and robust REST API
★ Makes all DSpace data reusable





In DSpace, an Entity is…
★ An Item
★ With a specific defined “type” (name)
★ With relationship(s) to other Entities
Entities are optional. May continue to just use (generic) Items
Entities are 100% configurable. Two options available at 















Entities Representing Journal Hierarchy







Deep Dive into Configurable Entities
View slides and recordings for presentations from Open Repositories 2019: 
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/DSpace+7+at+OR2019#DSpace7atOR2019-DSpace7Presentations
lyrasis.org
A Next Generation 
Repository
lyrasis.org
DSpace 7: A Next Generation Repository
Best practices for enhanced interoperability
Configurable Entities: expands the item concept 
and includes additional use cases
ResourceSync: Modern synchronization framework 
for the web
Signposting: the scholarly web made more 
machine-readable
lyrasis.org
The Road to DSpace 7 
Release
lyrasis.org
A DSpace 7 Timeline
2014
Admitting we have a UI problem (Product Survey)
We need a single UI! (Strategic Plan)
Angular to the rescue! (UI Prototype Challenge)
DSpace 6 (major backend refactor) & UI prototyping
DSpace 7 prototype demoed
DSpace 7 Preview Release
Beta releases and 
DSpace 7.0 Final Release
2018 2019 2020201720162015
lyrasis.org
What Such a Long Road?
• Largest Release in DSpace History
• $0 Grant Funding
• Fully community-driven: decisions, 
funding, development
• Test Driven Development
• Finds & Squashes bugs early




DSpace 7 Beta Release Goals
★ Beta 1 (released March 3, 2020): Security, Performance and Browse updates
★ Beta 2 (released April 20, 2020): Authentication / Authorization, Administrative Editing, 
Item Versioning
★ Planning Sprint: focus on testing, evaluating goals for Beta 3-5
★ Beta 3 (goal: June* 2020): Account Profiles, Submission/Workflow enhancements, 
Administrative tools
★ Beta 4 (goal: July* 2020): SEO enhancements, Theming enhancements, Batch processing, 
Solr-based Statistics, GDPR
★ Beta 5 (goal: Aug* 2020, if necessary): optional, general bug fixing & cleanup 








Try it out now!
DSpace 7 UI demo
https://dspace7-demo.atmire.com/
(uses the REST API demo as backend)
DSpace 7 REST API demo:
https://dspace7.4science.cloud/server/
Run locally via Docker:
https://dspace-labs.github.io/DSpace-Docker-Images/
lyrasis.org
Learn More about DSpace 7
Learn More
★ Learn about Beta Release 2 (with short videos!): 
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSDOC7x/Release+Notes
★ Read the latest updates about the beta release goals: 
https://duraspace.org/dspace/dspace-7/
★ Sign up for Community lists for the latest information: 
https://duraspace.org/dspace/community/
lyrasis.org
How can I help with development?
Join DSpace 7 Working Group
★Meet every Thursday
★Help test or review Pull Requests!
lyrasis.org
How else can I help?
Join DSpace Community Advisory Team (DCAT)
★Repository Manager interest group
★Advises on community needs
Become a Member
★ New & increased memberships keep DSpace 7 release 
momentum
★ Members have a role in DSpace Governance
Thank you!
Heather Greer Klein, Outreach & Engagement Coordinator, 
LYRASIS
heather.klein@lyrasis.org
DSpace 7 news & resources on dspace.org 
